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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel medium access control (MAC) protocol, called SYN-MAC (for SYNchronized MAC), based
on a binary countdown approach tailored for wireless networks. SYN-MAC has several attractive features such as simplicity, robustness,
high efficiency, fairness, and quality of service capability. We evaluate SYN-MAC in terms of collision probability, system throughput, and
packet delay, via both analysis and simulation. Our results show that, with properly chosen parameters, SYN-MAC can achieve a very low
collision probability, packet delay tolerance, and extremely high channel efficiency (of >90%) under a wide range of traffic load. As a result,
SYN-MAC may serve as an alternative to IEEE 802.11 for the wireless stations in synchronized networks.
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1. Introduction

With unmatched flexibility to support the communication of
mobile users, the wireless local area networks (WLANs) and
the mobile ad hoc networks have become increasingly pop-
ular over the past few years. Though developed as indepen-
dent networking technologies, the WLAN and the mobile ad
hoc network are envisioned to be integrated into other exist-
ing networks, e.g., the cellular system, the satellite system,
and/or the Internet, serving as a cost-effective complement to
the fixed infrastructure. Several integrated systems involving
the cellular and the ad hoc technologies have been proposed
in [14,23,25], where each mobile station can communicate
with both the cellular system and the ad hoc network (or
the WLAN). In addition, more and more mobile devices are
equipped with the GPS (global positioning system) receivers,
giving rise to a loosely integrated ad hoc and satellite system.
The infrastructure of the integrated networks can provide ef-
fective support (e.g., synchronization, signaling, authentica-
tion, etc.) to the mobile stations in the ad hoc networks or
the WLANs, dramatically enhancing system performance. In
particular, the mobile stations can reach system-wide synchro-
nization by detecting the pilot signals in the cellular systems
and/or the GPS signals from the satellites, without consuming
additional resources (e.g., the bandwidth of cellular/satellite
channels). Other synchronization schemes recently proposed
for multi-hop wireless networks may also be employed [21].
In this work, we investigate the potential performance im-
provement of wireless networks with such synchronization.
Specifically, we propose and evaluate a novel medium access
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control (MAC) protocol based on an enhanced binary count-
down scheme for synchronized wireless networks.

The MAC protocol resolves contention for accessing
to the shared medium. As a key design issue of wireless
communication, various MAC protocols have evolved over
the years for different networks. In the cellular system,
centrally-controlled contention-free schemes, such as FDMA
(frequency division multiple access), TDMA (time division
multiple access), or CDMA (code division multiple access),
are usually adopted for the data channels, while random
access is employed in the uplink control channel [9]. When
an access point is present, the WLAN may use a polling
scheme as defined in IEEE 802.11 PCF (point coordination
function) [10] to provide contention-free and QoS (quality of
service)-guaranteed service. In a wireless network involving
multiple hops (i.e., where two stations may not communicate
with each other directly), efficient and distributed multiple
access control is especially important. Several asynchronous
and distributed MAC protocols have been considered in the
last several decades. In particular, the carrier sense multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme has
been standardized in IEEE 802.11 DCF (distributed coordi-
nation function) [10] and widely implemented in WLANs
and ad hoc networks. On the other hand, synchronized and
distributed approaches able to potentially achieve higher
performance, however, have not been adequately studied yet,
since the multi-hop wireless network (e.g., the mobile ad hoc
network) was originally designed as an independent system
with no provision to obtain system-wide synchronization.

In this paper, we propose a SYN-MAC (short for Synchro-
nized MAC) protocol, based on an enhanced binary count-
down scheme that solves the unfairness problem and the hid-
den station problem brought up earlier in [28]. SYN-MAC
has several attractive features such as simplicity, robustness,
high efficiency, fairness, and QoS capability. We evaluate
SYN-MAC in terms of collision probability, system through-
put, and packet delay, via both analysis and simulation. Our
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results show that SYN-MAC achieves significantly better
performance compared with existing protocols. With properly
chosen system parameters (e.g., the length of the contention
intervals as to be discussed in Section 3), SYN-MAC can reach
a very low collision probability, packet delay tolerance, and
extremely high channel efficiency (of >90%) under a wide
range of traffic load, outperforming ADHOC MAC (a recently
proposed MAC protocol for synchronized wireless networks),
whose maximum channel efficiency is only 75% [4].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we discuss related work. In Section 3, we introduce the pro-
posed SYN-MAC protocol. The analytic and simulation re-
sults are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2. Related work

Various MAC protocols have been proposed for wireless net-
works. They can be classified into two categories, namely,
non-synchronized protocols and synchronized protocols. The
former does not need system-wide time synchronization,
while the latter does.

Channel contention in the non-synchronized approaches
can be resolved by either in-band (i.e., single channel) con-
trol handshaking or out-band (i.e., multi-channel) signal-
ing. Several single-channel non-synchronized wireless MAC
protocols have been proposed, such as Multiple Access
with Collision Avoidance (MACA) [12], MACA for Wire-
less (MACAW) [3], and Floor Acquisition Multiple Access
(FAMA) [8]. The central idea is to use the Request To Send
(RTS)/Clear To Send (CTS) mechanism to solve the hidden
station problem in wireless networks. Various approaches
have been considered to improve the performance of the
RTS/CTS scheme by using power control [11,15], directional
antennas [2,5,13], etc. The RTS/CTS scheme has also been
standardized in IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Func-
tion (DCF) [10]. On the other hand, several MAC protocols
based on out-band signaling have been proposed. For exam-
ple, [6,20,26] use busy tone(s) to avoid collision and eliminate
the hidden stations. Nasipuri et al. [18] introduces a multi-
channel carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) protocol, which
divides the total available bandwidth into N narrow-band
sub-channels, and then apply CSMA in each sub-channel.
In [16,17,22,24], the total available bandwidth is divided into
two or more channels, with one channel used for control and
the rest of them for data transmission.

The synchronized approaches can be further classified into
two sub-categories, i.e., the centralized protocols and the
distributed protocols. The centralized protocols include the
FDMA, TDMA, and CDMA approaches for cellular systems
and the polling scheme defined in IEEE 802.11 standard [10]
and HIPERLAN [7]. While the centralized approaches per-
form well in a single-hop wireless system, where the base
station (or access point) can communicate with all wireless
terminals directly, it is technically difficult and inefficient to
apply them to a multi-hop wireless network without a central
coordinator.

On the other hand, several synchronized but distributed ap-
proaches [4,28] have been proposed recently. Borgonovo et al.
[4] introduces an MAC architecture, called ADHOC MAC,
for mobile ad hoc networks. It deploys a reliable reservation
ALOHA (RR-ALOHA) protocol to establish slotted/framed
wireless channels. Each station can transmit in one or sev-
eral slots in a frame. In a slot, the station sends not only data
but also Frame Information (FI) that reports the frame status
as perceived by the terminal (i.e., which station transmits in
which slot). Upon collecting FIs from its neighbors, a new sta-
tion has the frame status within two hops and thus can choose
an appropriate slot to transmit. ADHOC MAC is a distributed
approach, providing flexible and reliable medium access. As
discussed in [4], however, the overhead of this protocol is
very high, because each station has to send the FIs. In fact, the
maximum channel efficiency of ADHOC MAC is only 75%
as reported in [4].

A CSMA/CP (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Col-
lision Prevention) protocol is proposed in [28]. The authors
considered the use of binary countdown to resolve medium
access contention. The basic idea of binary countdown lies
in selecting the winner based on a k-bit binary number. One
gives up contention as soon seeing a higher number. Given
four numbers 0010, 0100, 1001, and 1010 for instance, the
first two competitors will give up after comparing the first
(highest) bit, and the third competitor gives up after the third
bit. Finally, 1010 wins the contention. Binary countdown is a
well known approach that has many applications. For exam-
ple, it has been discussed in [19] as a MAC protocol, where the
unique station addresses are used for contention, leading to a
collision-free medium access. At the same time, however, it re-
sults in unfairness among the stations because the station with
a larger address always has higher priority. In [28], the basic
binary countdown scheme is used on a control channel. After
winning the channel access, the RT S/CT S scheme is used to
deal with the hidden station problem. Further improvement
and QoS support can be achieved using better binary number
assignment approaches. However, the following problem in
binary countdown itself needs to be considered in order to
attain higher efficiency in a multi-hop wireless network. Let’s
consider a special case, where two nodes A and C are trying to
send data to another node, B. Assume nodes A and C are not
within the transmission range of each other (and there are no
other competitors), then no matter which binary numbers are
chosen for contention, both A and C will win the channel ac-
cess. Consequently, nodes A and C will simultaneously send
out RT S to B, which, however, cannot receive the RT S cor-
rectly because of collision. As a result, no one may transmit
during this slot, and bandwidth is completely wasted. In fact,
there is a very high probability for such a problem to happen
in ad hoc networks. In a wireless LAN with an access point,
the probability is even higher (e.g., let B be the access point).
One solution for this problem is to employ a random back-
off scheme before sending out RT S. This, however, results
in lower channel efficiency. In the next section, we propose a
novel approach in order to avoid such collision at the receiver
without sacrificing bandwidth utilization.
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Figure 1. Frame format of the proposed MAC protocol, where CS stands for Contention Signal, HCM stands for Hidden station Clear Message, and ACK
stands for Acknowledgement.

3. Proposed SYN-MAC protocol

In this section, we introduce the proposed SYN-MAC pro-
tocol for synchronized mobile ad hoc networks or wireless
LANs. We first describe the proposed protocol, then present
a correctness proof, followed by the worst case analysis and
further discussion.

3.1. Protocol description

As discussed earlier in Section 1, time synchronization can be
obtained from the cellular infrastructure or from the satellite
when a GPS receiver is available. In the proposed SYN-MAC
protocol, the network-wide synchronized frames are used by
the mobile stations. As depicted in figure 1, a frame consists
of three intervals: the contention interval, the hidden station
elimination interval, and the data interval. The contention in-
terval is used to resolve contention. It consists of k contention
slots. Each contention slot, say contention slot i , includes the
turnaround time between the transmitting and receiving modes
and the time to send a very short message, called the contention
signal (and denoted as C Si ). The hidden station elimination
interval is for solving the hidden station problem. A Hidden
station Clear Message (HCM) is transmitted by the receiver
during this interval. Finally, data and acknowledgment are sent
in the data interval. The parameters, such as interval length
and slot length, are to be discussed later in Section 4.1.

The proposed medium access control scheme includes
three major steps: contention resolution, hidden station elim-
ination, and data transmission, as described next.

3.1.1. Step 1: Contention resolution
A binary countdown approach is adopted to resolve con-
tention. A station (say, X ) that has data to send generates
a random number with k bits, i.e., {bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, where k
is the number of contention slots in a contention interval. If
bi = 1, station X sends a short message C Si in contention slot
i , which contains the destination’s MAC address. Otherwise,
if bi = 0, station X listens to the channel. If the channel is
busy (i.e., one or several other stations are transmitting), sta-
tion X stops further transmission and gives up its attempt of
gaining access to the channel in this frame. If each station in
a collision domain (i.e., an area where all stations can hear
from each other) generates a distinct random number, only
one station that survives at the end of the contention interval
moves to Step 2 and continues to transmit. If two or more sta-

tions generate an identical random number that is the largest
among all numbers generated, collision may happen. As to
be discussed later in Section 4.1, however, we can choose k
large enough to keep the collision probability satisfactorily
low.

A station Y that is not a sender determines whether it is
an intended receiver by checking the first received contention
signal. If multiple stations are transmitting simultaneously in
a contention slot, Y cannot receive a valid contention signal
and thus wait for the next contention slot. When there is ex-
actly one station transmitting in a contention slot, say slot
i , station Y can receive a valid C Si and marks itself as a
receiver if C Si carries its MAC address. At the same time,
station Y generates a random number mask, which is a k-bit
string with the i-th bit being 1 and all other bits being 0. After
marking itself as a receiver, station Y ignores the following
contention slots in this contention interval. Otherwise, if sta-
tion Y receives a contention signal that contains another sta-
tion’s address, Y gives up its attempt to be a potential receiver
and ignores the remaining contention slots in this contention
interval.

An example of contention resolution is illustrated in
figure 2. Consider a network that includes eleven stations,
labelled from A to K . Two stations are connected by a link
in the graph if they are within the transmission range of each
other. Assume stations B, C , H , and G have data to send to
stations E , F , G, and F , respectively. Note that due to the
limited transmission range of wireless interfaces, not all of
the four stations are competing with each other. For example,
station B only competes with station C ; station C competes
with stations B and H ; station H competes with stations C
and G; station G competes with station H only. Each of the
four stations generates a random number as shown in figure 2
(starting from the highest bit). After the first contention slot,
station B gives up because it detects the transmission from
station C . Similarly, station H gives up after the third con-
tention slot. By the end of the contention interval, stations C
and G survive and are ready to enter Step 2. At the same time,
node F marks itself as a receiver, as it receives the contention
signal from station C in the last contention slot. Note that,
although stations E and G are the intended destinations of
stations B and H , they do not mark themselves as receivers
because they cannot receive valid contention signals from B
(that has given up its transmission since the first contention
slot) and H (that always transmits contention signals when
node G is also in transmission mode), respectively.
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Figure 2. An example of contention resolution. The shaded nodes are the winner after Step 1. The nodes with underlines mark themselves as receivers.

3.1.2. Step 2: Hidden station elimination
After Step 1, only one station in a collision domain (i.e., no
more than one adjacent stations) can survive, unless identi-
cal random numbers are generated. However, the hidden sta-
tion problem in multi-hop wireless networks has not been
addressed yet. For instance, since stations C and G cannot
receive the contention signals from each other, both of them
consider themselves as the winner after Step 1, and thus col-
lision might occur during the data transmission interval. Note
that, however, since station F receives the contention signals
from both stations C and G, it can recognize the real win-
ner (i.e., the one with a higher random number). In fact, in
the above example, F has generated a random number mask
00000001 in Step 1, upon receiving the contention signal
from station C in the last contention slot. In order to elim-
inate potential hidden stations, a station that has marked itself
as a receiver in Step 1 sends a Hidden station Clear Mes-
sage (HCM), which contains its random number mask. If a
sender receives the HCM correctly, it computes the bitwise
AND of the random number mask and the random number
generated by itself. If the result is nonzero, it can proceed
to Step 3. Otherwise, the station considers itself as a hidden
station and gives up its attempt to access the channel in this
frame.

3.1.3. Step 3: Data transmission
In the last step, the sender transmits data, while the receiver
responds with an acknowledgement if the received data is
correct, in the data interval. All other nodes (including some
nodes marked as receivers in Step 1) cannot send or receive
data in this frame.

The protocol flow diagrams for the sender and the receiver
are depicted in figure 3, which is self-explanatory.

3.2. Protocol correctness

In this subsection, we deal with the correctness of the proposed
protocol. More specifically, we prove that (1) there is no hid-
den station problem in the proposed protocol, and (2) if no
duplicated random numbers are generated, at least one station
can transmit successfully. The proof is outlined by discussing
the following three cases.

Figure 3. (a) Flow diagram for the sender. B: channel is busy; M : random
number mask matches the random number generated by the sender. (b) Flow
diagram for the receiver. A: destination MAC address matches the receiver’s

MAC address.

Case 1: a receiver, say R, is in the transmission range of only
one sender S. In this case, R will mark itself as a receiver when
receiving the first contention signal from S, and send back the
HCM message. Clearly, there is no hidden station problem for
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R (because there are no other senders nearby). If S generates
a higher random number than its neighbors, it wins the right
of transmission and sends the data to R. Otherwise, R will
not receive any data (but another sender that has generated
the largest random number will transmit).

Case 2: the receiver R is in the transmission range of more
than one senders, but R is the intended receiver of only one
sender S. In this case, (1) if S generates a larger random
number than those of all other senders, R marks itself as the
receiver upon getting a valid contention signal from S and
sends the HCM message. Upon receiving HCM, S will send
the data to R. At the same time, the HCM message blocks
other nearby senders from transmitting data. Thus, there is no
hidden station problem for R. (2) Otherwise, if the random
number generated by S is equal to or smaller than any other
sender’s random number, R neither marks itself as a receiver
nor sends the HCM message. As a result, S will not send
data. But another sender which generates the largest random
number will succeed.

Case 3: the receiver R is in the transmission range of more
than one sender, and R is the intended receiver of more than
one sender. Similar to Case 2.

3.3. Further discussions

In this subsection, we analyze the worst case performance and
discuss several unique features of the proposed SYN-MAC
protocol.

3.3.1. Worst case analysis
Clearly, if all senders generate the same random number, no
station can transmit data successfully. But as to be discussed
in Section 4.1, one may choose proper k to keep the collision
probability sufficiently low. In the following discussion, we
assume all senders generate different random numbers, and
investigate the inherent worst case when applying SYN-MAC
to multi-hop wireless networks.

Intuitively, the performance bottleneck of SYN-MAC
seems to be at Step 1, where the senders compete for channel
access. In particular, the worst case might occur if the stations
generate the random numbers with a non-increasing order
from left to right (or vice versa), e.g., as shown in figure 4(a),
where the station identification (ID) numbers are at bottom

Figure 4. Worst case analysis, where (a) all stations are sender; (b) stations
2, 4, 6, and 8 are senders, and stations 1, 3, 5, and 7 are receivers.

and the random numbers generated by the stations are at top.
In contrast to our intuition, however, Step 1 of SYN-MAC
performs very well in this case. More specifically, after the
first contention slot, only station 4 gives up (assuming to start
from the highest bit); after the second contention slot, stations
2 and 6 give up; after the third contention slot, station 7 gives
up. As a result, stations 1, 3, 5, and 8 survive after Step 1.1

Since the adjacent stations cannot transmit simultaneously,
the best scenario is to have four survival stations, as achieved
in this case.

In fact, the real bottleneck is at Step 2, due to the receivers.
For example, in a network illustrated in figure 4(b), let sta-
tions 1, 3, 5, and 7 be the intended receivers of stations 2, 4,
6, and 8, respectively. After Step 1, all senders (i.e., stations
2, 4, 6, and 8) survive, and all receivers (i.e., stations 1, 3, 5,
and 7) mark themselves as receivers. But when the receivers
send HCM messages to the senders, a collision occurs at each
sender except station 8. Consequently, only station 8 can send
data.2 This worst case results from the use of a distributed ap-
proach. Similar situations also appear in distributed schemes
like HIPERLAN or IEEE 802.11.

3.3.2. Main features of SYN-MAC
The proposed SYN-MAC protocol has several unique features
discussed as follows.

(a) Simplicity. The implementation of SYN-MAC is simple.
Compared with IEEE 802.11, SYN-MAC needs neither
carrier sensing before transmission nor Network Alloca-
tion Vector (NAV) maintenance/updates. Since contention
can be effectively relieved in Step 1, the back-off mech-
anism is unnecessary. This simple design results in sig-
nificantly reduced computational complexity, memory re-
quirement, and energy consumption.

(b) High efficiency. High throughput is achieved by choosing
an appropriate k value as will be discussed in Section 4.1,
so that the collision probability (due to two or more sta-
tions choosing the same largest random number) is suffi-
ciently low, while the overhead of the contention interval
is small. In addition, SYN-MAC exhibits no bandwidth
waste during back-off (unlike that in IEEE 802.11), fur-
ther improving its efficiency.

(c) Fairness. Since every node generates a random number for
each channel access attempt, no stations have unwanted
priority over other stations. More over, the unfairness
problem reported in [27] due to the back-off scheme of
IEEE 802.11 DCF (which favors the sender of last suc-
cessful transmission) does not exist in SYN-MAC.

(d) Robustness. The protocol is highly robust as long as
the synchronization can be maintained. Since channel

1 This only shows that Step 1 is not the bottleneck. It does not imply that
all senders (i.e., stations 1, 3, 5, and 8) can finish the data transmission
successfully.

2 Note that station 8 can finish a successful transmission even in a network
with a circular topology, where station 8 has two neighbors, stations 1 and
7.
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Figure 5. Random number blocks for different QoS classes.

contention starts all over again after each frame, any prob-
lem (e.g., the collisions), if arising, is temporarily for one
frame only.

(e) Decentralization. SYN-MAC is a distributed approach.
Each station generates the random number by itself for
channel contention. No central controller or infrastructure
support is needed.

(f) QoS support. The QoS support of our protocol can be
efficiently achieved by dividing the random numbers into
several blocks (see figure 5), one for each QoS class. When
a station has data in class i to be sent, it generates a ran-
dom number within block i to compete for the channel.
The data with a higher QoS class has higher priority and
will eliminate those channel access attempts with lower
priority. In the same QoS class, the stations have an equal
probability of access to the channel.

Like other time-frame based approaches, SYN-MAC is
less flexible than the non-synchronized schemes (e.g., IEEE
802.11 DCF). In particular, if the data packet size is smaller
than the DATA field in the frame, some bandwidth is wasted.
This problem can be alleviated by accumulating and aggre-
gating traffic, avoiding to send single small datagrams.

4. Performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of SYN-MAC
in terms of system throughput, packet delay, and collision
probability. We first discuss an analytic model for a single
collision domain. Then, we present the simulation results for
general scenarios.

4.1. Analytical study

As we discussed earlier, a contention slot includes the trans-
mitting/receiving turnaround time and the time to send the
contention signal (C Si ). With the Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum (DSSS) physical layer, the transmitting/receiving
turnaround time (lT ) is less than 5 µs, and the physical layer
convergence protocol (PLCP) header has a length of 48 bits.

The contention signal contains a 48-bit receiver’s MAC ad-
dress. Assume the bandwidth is M Mbps, the total length of
a contention slot lc is no longer than 5 + (48 + 48)/Mµs.
HCM contains the k-bit random number mask only, with a
length of lHCM = (k + 48)/M µs. The data and ACK mes-
sages have a similar format as the frame defined in IEEE
802.11, but without the “duration” field in the header. More
specifically, each ACK message has 12 bytes, or equiva-
lently lACK = (12 × 8 + 48)/M µs. Data message is as-
sumed to be 2342 bytes by default, leading to ld = (2342 ×
8 + 48)/M µs.

The number of contention slots (k) in the contention in-
terval determines the collision probability. Assume there are
n active stations in a collision domain (i.e., n stations within
the transmission range of each other have data to send). Each
station has a probability of 1/2k to choose a particular ran-
dom number between 0 and 2k − 1. Note that collision occurs
only if two or more stations choose the same largest random
number, which again ranges from 0 to 2k − 1. We examine
all possible cases as follows. The probability that exactly one
station chooses 2k − 1 as its random number (i.e., one station
chooses 2k − 1, while the remaining stations don’t choose
2k − 1) is

n

(
1

2k

)(
1 − 1

2k

)n−1

.

Similarly, we can derive the probability that exactly one station
chooses j (0 ≤ j ≤ 2 k −1) as its random number and no other
stations choose a random number greater than or equal to j ,

n

(
1

2k

)(
1 − 2k − j

2k

)n−1

.

Therefore, the probability that collision does not occur is

Pn
k =

2k−1∑
j=0

n

(
1

2k

)(
1 − 2k − j

2k

)n−1

. (1)

Accordingly, the average throughput in one collision domain
equals

Sn
k = ld

l
× Pn

k , (2)

where l = lC + lH + lD with lC = klc, lH = lHCM + lT , and
lD = ld + lACK + 2lT .

We can also derive the average delay for a data packet,
which is defined as the duration from the time when the data is
ready for transmission to the time when the data is actually sent
out. Assume a given station has data to send, the probability
that it wins channel access at the m-th attempt (and has failed
at the first m − 1 attempts) is

Pn
k (m) =

(
2k−1∑
j=0

(
1

2k

)(
1 − 2k − j

2k

)n−1
)

×
(

1 −
2k−1∑
j=0

(
1

2k

)(
1 − 2k − j

2k

)n−1
)m−1

.
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Figure 6. Analyzed collision-free probability.

Thus, the average delay is expressed by

Dn
k = lC + lH +

∞∑
i=1

(i − 1) × l × Pn
k (i). (3)

Assuming the available bandwidth to be M = 11 Mbps and
plugging in the typical values discussed earlier, we get the re-
sults as shown in figures 6–8. When a small number of stations
are active, contention is low, and thus the collision probability
is low, the throughput is high, and the delay is low. With the
increase of n, the collision probability and the delay increase
accordingly. As can be observed, there is a tradeoff when
choosing an appropriate k. With larger k, a lower collision
probability can be achieved. But at the same time, large k also
results in higher overhead, possibly leading to lower through-
put and longer delay. In the protocol implementation, k = 10
can be chosen as the default value, with which the protocol
can achieve above 90% channel efficiency and acceptable de-
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lay for a wide range of the number of stations (from 1 to 50)
in one collision domain. figure 9 shows the impact of frame
payload size. Clearly, the larger the datagram, the higher the
channel efficiency. This indicates that reasonably large frame
shall be used in SYN-MAC, and the stations may accumulate
outgoing data in order to reduce wasted frame payload space.

4.2. Simulation evaluation

To verify our analytic model and obtain results for general
multi-hop networks, we have implemented the proposed SYN-
MAC protocol by using PARSEC [1]. Similar to those param-
eters adopted in analysis, the maximum data frame size is 2342
bytes and an ACK frame has 12 bytes. Channel bandwidth is
11 Mbps. DSSS is employed in physical layer, with 8-chip
complementary code keying modulation. We assume perfect
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Figure 9. The impact of frame size.
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Figure 10. Throughput in a collision domain (simu.).
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Figure 11. Delay in a collision domain (simulation).

channel condition, resulting in very low bit error rate. The
transmitting/receiving turnaround time equals 5 µs.3 48-bit
MAC address is used to identify each node in this simula-
tion. Shorter identifiers (e.g., the lower 16 bits of the MAC
address), however, may be employed to reduce overhead and
improve system performance. We assume that the stations al-
ways have data ready to send. Several scenarios are simulated
with variable numbers of nodes (from 10 to 625), different
nodal transmission ranges, and a range of contention slots
(4 ≤ k ≤ 12).

Figures 10 and 11 demonstrate the throughput and the de-
lay performance of a network in one collision domain. As
can be seen, the simulation results closely match our analytic
model presented in Section 4.1. When k is small (e.g., k = 6),
the large number of collisions result in low throughput and

3 A shorter turnaround time can normally be achieved, resulting in better
performance.
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Figure 12. Throughput comparison (simulation).

long delay (due to abundant retransmissions). This effect be-
comes more evident for the network with more nodes (and thus
higher contention). When k is reasonably large (e.g., k = 10
or 12), the system with up to 50 active nodes can achieve the
throughput about 9.8 Mbps and the average delay lower than
100 ms. As shown in figure 12, SYN-MAC achieves signifi-
cantly higher throughput compared with IEEE 802.11 under
similar traffic load. Additionally, SYN-MAC exhibits fairness
among all active nodes, as we can see from figure 13, where
every node has similar throughput with small variation around
the average.

We have also simulated a multi-hop wireless network with
a grid topology that includes 25 × 25 = 625 nodes. The dis-
tance between two adjacent nodes is 1 unit. The transmission
range of a node is r . To eliminate the edge effect (i.e., nodes
at the network edge tend to experience lower contention), we
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Figure 14. Throughput in a grid network (simulation).

consider merely the core of the network, where all (16×16 =
256) nodes in the core have the same number of neighbors.
Figure 14 shows the total throughput of core with 16 × 16
nodes. For r = 5 units, each node has about 80 neighbors,
thus experiencing very high contention. The throughput rises
with an increase in k (though not obvious from the figure),
because larger k helps resolve contention under heavy traf-
fic load. Delay performance is illustrated in figure 15. When
r = 1, each node has only four neighbors. Hence, the channel
contention is very low, leading to high throughput and low
delay. With the increase of r , contention grows, and thus the
delay becomes longer. Due to the scale of figure 15 (in order
to show the results with different r values), the delay change
with respect to k becomes not apparent. In fact, the number of
contention slots (k) has similar affects on the delay as demon-
strated in figure 11. More specifically, when contention is low
(i.e., r = 1), a small k results in low delay because of small
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Figure 15. Delay in a grid network (simulation).
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Figure 16. Throughput in a random network (simulation).

overhead. On the other hand, if contention is high (i.e., r = 5),
a large k is needed to resolve the contention problem.

In addition, we have simulated the networks with randomly
distributed nodes in an area of 500 × 500 m, and each node
has a transmission range of 210 m. The throughput as a func-
tion of n is depicted in figure 16. Note that, although there are
10-40 active stations (similar to the case in figure 10), actual
contention in the multi-hop network is much lighter because
the channel can be spatially reused and not all nodes are com-
peting with each other. Thus, with an increase in the number
of stations (i.e., with network size growth), the total network
throughput increases monotonically, until it reaches a certain
n value (e.g., n = 30 for k = 6). Similar to what can be found
in figure 10, k = 10 in this figure results in best throughput.
The delay in the network with a random topology is similar to
that in the grid network as discussed above, according to our
simulation outcomes. Thus, the results are omitted here.

SYN-MAC achieves significantly better performance com-
pared with existing protocols according to the results (though
not shown here) reported in the literature. For example, the
maximum channel efficiency of ADHOC MAC is only 75%
[4], while SYN-MAC can readily exceed 90% channel effi-
ciency with a properly chosen k value. The CSMA/CP pro-
tocol [28] may yield zero collision probability, but its serious
unfairness is not acceptable in most distributed wireless net-
works. Other protocols discussed in Section 2 are not compa-
rable with SYN-MAC, because they are designed for wireless
networks either with centralized controller or without time
synchronization, thus inappropriate for synchronized multi-
hop wireless networks; if employed, such a protocol performs
much worse than SYN-MAC or may even fail altogether.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel medium access con-
trol (MAC) protocol, called SYN-MAC, for synchronized
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multi-hop wireless networks. SYN-MAC is a distributed, sim-
ple, robust, efficient, fair, and QoS-capable MAC protocol
that effectively resolves channel contention and deals with
the hidden station problem in wireless networks. We have
evaluated SYN-MAC in terms of collision probability, packet
delay, and system throughput, via both analysis and simu-
lation. Our results show that a network system using SYN-
MAC can achieve a low collision probability, packet delay
tolerance, and very high channel efficiency (exceeding 90%)
under a wide range of traffic load. In our future work, we shall
implement the proposed SYN-MAC protocol in our wireless
network testbed, and investigate into the overall system perfor-
mance under different transport and network layer protocols.
SYN-MAC could be standardized and serve as an alterna-
tive to IEEE 802.11 for the mobile stations in synchronized
networks.
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